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since the mid-I970rs, consuners in Èhe united states have
experienced continuous, sometimes sharp¡ increases in the cost of
energy used to heat their homes. Many homeowners have taken low-
cost energy conservation steps' such as do-it-yourself caulking
and weatherstripping, home-built storm windows, heating systen
tune-ups, and ¡nade a good savíngs on Èheir heating bills. Another
wise energy investnent Ís increasing the levels of insulation in
the home. Depending on which part of the home Ís insulatedr this
investment nay pay for itself in as little as three years, and
continue to yield a savings on the heating bill for years after.
Since every home is differentr each will require careful scrutiny
to deter¡nine whether adding more insulation is worth Èhe expense.

Basics g¡[ Heat Transfer

Understandíng how heat, moves will make the benefits of adding
insuLation easier to understand. Heat moves in three ways:
conduction (by contact), convection (by a carryíng fluid such as
air or water) r and radiation (by electromagnetic waves). lrlhen
heaÈ is lost from a houser all three of these processes are in
action. The measure of the movement of heaÈ through a given
material is often caIled its conductaDCêr but thg¡mal
transgission may be a less confusing term since heat can nove
through some materials by radiation and convection as well as by
conduçtion. The thermal t,ransmission, or U úalue, is a measure
of how many units of heat lAtus) pass through a given thickness
of a square foot of the material in an hoUrr ât a certain
tenperature dif ference.

The ability of a materiaL to resist heat flow, or to Ínsulate, is
indicated by its B yê-&.. The higher the R value of material, the
better an insulator it is. The R vaLue is the inverse of the U
value. That ísr R = l/lJr and U = 1,/R. This is important because,
while insulations are compared by R values, some charÈs nay list
only the U value of a particular building material. ltlhen
different materials are combined, as in the walI of a building,
all the U values must be changed to R values before the total R
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value of the wall can be deternined. tfhile R values can be added
to get a totalr U values cannot.

It is also helpful to note that heat always attempts to reach
equilibriun. This neans that heat always noves tosard coldr and
will take the path of least resi6tance. Eow fast heat will travel
f rour one area to anothe^- is directly related to the difference in
tenperature between the tro areaE. For exampler twice as nuch
heat wiII be lost fron a 70 F house on a day when the outside
temperature averages 0 Fr aa on a day which averages 35 F
outside. Because the tenperature difference is twice as great'
heat escapes twice as fastr all other factors being equal.

llaterials Used for Insulation

ltost ínsulations get their R value by creating ¡nillions of dead
air spaces to slow the conduction of heat. Some insulations
attempt to reduce the radiant heat losses by using reflective
material. The chart on the folloring page Iists the most commonly
used Ínsulations and sone inportant details about them. For more
detaiLed informatíon, check the sources I isted in the
bibl iography.

Safety

Because the Ínsulation becones part of the building systemr fire
safety is an imporÈant consideration" Building codes require that
such materials pass tests for how quickly they igniter spread
flamer a4d how much smoke they produce. This Iast test is
important because the majority of fíre related deaths are from
smoke inhalation. While sone insulatíon materials 'cill not burn
in themselves (perliter vermiculiter fiberglassr rock wool)r they
may be bound togeÈher by resins or paper faces that wiIl. Other
insulations are made fro¡n petroche¡nicals or wood and Paper
products that do burn. These are usually treated with a fire
retardant chemical which helps the insulation pass government
specifications.

For cellulose insulationr the fire retardant should make uP 20-
25t of the insulation by weight. The besÈ chemicals are boric
acid and borax, but these are expensive so substitutes are often
used for part of the retardant. If tco much substitute Ís usedr
the cellulose may fail the suroldering testsr or become corrosive
to metal it surroundsr such aB plumbing stacks or electrical
boxes. To prevent this, buffer chemicals can be added.
Regardlessr Iook for UL approvalr and do not install any
celluIose which does not have the government specification
number'GSA-HE-I-5I5D' stamped on the bag.

In Èhe case of polystyrener polyurethaner and polyisocyanurate
foam boards, there are Ímportant fire safety specifications for
proper apptication. I{hile they are treaÈed with a fire retardant
and pass the Anerican Soclety for Testing and l¡laterials test,s for
flame spread and smoke deveLopnentr they either support,
combustion or viIl spread flame in the presence of burning
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materials' and they give off toxic gases when burning. As a
resulÈr building codes require that they be covered by a fifteen
minute burn barrierr such as one-half inch sheet rock, when used
inside a residence. Some building departments require a longer
burn time, such as provided by five-eighths inch sheet rock.

DurabiliÈv: Settlinq and Moisture Problems

Durability of the material is an Ímportant factor to consider
when choosing an insuLation. With loose fill insulations, this
issue mainly concerns settling. All loose fill insulations will
settle somehthat over time. CeIIulose insulation can settle as
¡nuch as 20t of its oríginal depth. If the insulation is too
fluffed when installed' it will settle excessívely over time and
the R value will be lower than what was intended. In 1978, the
government altered the specifications to require that the
coverage charts on the bags of cel1u1ose be changed to reflect
the R value of the material afteg !! has settled. That is Èo sây,
the coverage chart will indicate how many square feet a bag will
cover at a specific R value at settled densit,v. If the chart is
followedr the R value will never be }ess than what was intended.
Homeowners should make sure that Èhe number of bags used is
correct for the square feet of area being insulated, whether the
insulation is contractor-installed or owner-installed.

Settling can be caused in other ways as we11. Chief anong them is
Èhe absorption of water. If, for some reason, water leaks into an
area where fiberglass, rock wool t ot celluLose are installed,
they can absorb the water and hold it for some time. Also, the
added weight of the water would cause structural damage. Perlite
and vermiculite will not absorb the water, but do hold it fairly
wellr âs is evidenced by their use as plant growÍng mediums. l{hen
such a condition exists, the finish or structural materials next
to the Ínsulation can be damaged by staining, delaminaÈingr or
rotting.
A similar result can occur when great amounts of moisture vapor
penetrate the interior finish and condense Ín the walI cavity,
either on the inside of the exterior surface or in the insulation
itself. Most vapor that migrates to the cavity probably does so
because of the passage of warm house air through ho1es, cracks,
switch plates¡ sockets, and the Iiker but the vapor can pass
righÈ through most buirding materiars as well. rf the air is
cooled Èo the point at which Èhe moisture can no longer exist as
a vapor (the ndew Pointn), condensation occurs on the coolest
surface. At certain outside temperature levels and indoor
humidity levels, that dew point might be in the layer of
insulation. GeneraIly, this is more of a problem for the þorousor fÍbrous insulations than for rigid foams. when permeable
materials absorb waterr the dead air spaces are fiIled and heat
flows through more easily. rn addiÈion to ro$rering the R value,
the water adds weight which causes the insulation t.o slump in the
caviÈy. This leaves an uninsurated space at the top which will
lose more heat than is proportionate Èo its a!êâ. This problem
can be avoided by adding vapor barriersr providing proper
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ventilationr caulking cracks and holes in the interior surface of
the wallr and using gaskets on switch plates and sockets.

The issues of vapor permeability and water absorption bring to
mind a different consideration in regard to the rigid foam
insulations. Several qualify as vapor barriers and wil] work well
on the inside surface. Often these boards are used nbelow graden
or underground, on the exterior of basement or foundation walls.
Herer they come in contact with ground moisture and may very
1íkely freeze and thaw several hundred times in their lifetine.
Those which absorb the least water will stand up Èhe longest
under repeated freeze/Ehaw cycles. The extruded polystyrene has
the best rating here. The urethanes and isocyanurates get their
vapor barrier rating from the aluminum foil facer and absorb more
water. The expanded polystyrene foams will absorb still more. If
the last three are to be used at all below ground, it may be
necessary to protect then from moisture contact with something
IÍke polyethyLene sheets in order to extend the life.
Vapor Barriers

One of the most difficult problems with adding insulation is
providing a vapor barrier. litany people wonder just what exactly a
vapor barrier (or vapor retarder) is and how important it is. A
vapor barrier is any material which has a perm rating less than
l. More specifically, it lets less than one grain of moisture
vapor (about a drop of water) pass Èhrough a square foot when
there is a difference of one inch mercury pressure fron one side
to the other for an hour. Some materials that qualify are
polyethylene (any thickness 2 mil or greater) and aluminum foil.
Asphalted felt paper is not a vapor barrier even though it sheds
water. lleavier polyethylene (6 mil) is generally used for
handling strength when it is put up. It is placed on the $rarm
side of t,he insulation.
The importance of the vapor barrier ís difficult to discuss since
the vapor and temperature characteristics of homes can be very
different. As mentioned abover sealing air flow from the house to
the insulated cavity may stop most of the migratÍon of moisture
and thus prevent damage. And at least one study indicates that
vapor barriers rnay not be needed in walls with wood siding even
in damp climates. Yet, one major rigid foam manufacturer strongly
recomrnends keeping humidity leveIs in the home below 35t to
prevent moisture problems. This can be very difficult in a moist
climate like western lfashingtonrs. More work is being done on
Èhese issues, but until more is known it is probably wiser to be
safe than sorry.

If the activities in a room put a great deal of moisture in the
aLrt or if its walLs or ceilings are frequently damp or wet
(kitchens, bathroomsr laundry rooms, greenhousesr etc.) r a vapor
barrier would be wise. Listed below are several options for
creating vapor barriers:

l. Polyethylene or aluminum foil
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2. Foil backed gypsum board (dry walt)
3. Latex (and other) vapor barrier rated paints in the

proper application
4. Three coats of good quality seni-gloss enamel (oil base)

on a smooth surface
5. I{ashable plastic or vinyl wall paper
6. Three coats of urethane varnish on wood paneling

Moisture problens will be greatly reduced if the generation of
moisture vapor is dealt with at, the source. Vent bathrooms,
kitchensr and laundry rooms to the outside, otr if possibler
through an air-to-air heat exchanger. Make sure that areas Iike
the attic and the crawlspace are properly vented to rid them of
any moisture which might accumulate there. A general rule of
thumb is Èhat the inside surface of the waIl should be five tímes
less permeable than the outside surface. Ventilation techniques
are discussed in greater detail later in this factsheet.

Installation: Where and How Much

The quesÈion of where to install insulation is not as easíIy
answered as one might think. Basically, there are three areas to
examine: 1) Èhe attic space or uppermost ceiling, 2) the lowest
floor or the basement,/crawlspace arear and 3) the wal1s. The
order in which to install insulation is really only aq issue when
working in an existing home. Then the cost of installing Èhe
insulation and the cost effecÈiveness of the installation is
largely determined by the accessibility of the area. For example,
in most homes the waIls are likely to have greater area and net
heat loss than either the floor or the ceiling. Yetr because
sPecial equipment and additional labor are required to prepare
the walI, install the insulationr then cl-ose the wa11 again;walls turn out to be the lowest priority for upgrading
insulation. While the attic,/ceiling area and the fLoor/crawlspace
area may be equal in size and accessibility, the attic/ceiling
has a greater rate of heaÈ loss. This makes it the highest
pr ior iÈy.

Of course, Èhere are always exceptions. If the ceiling and walls
are already well insulatedr the floot area is responsible for a
greater Percentage of the homets total heat Ioss. An even more
important exception is when some remodeling is planned.
Remodeling often provides the homeowner with an opportunity toget more insulation in his,/her waIls without much additional
expense. If new siding or interior finish is planned, investingin some additional insulation would be a very smart move.

Insulatinq Attics and Ceilinqs

rf there is room in the attic, insuration should be upgraded atleast to the current code 1eve1. rn washingÈon state, this is R
30 or R 38 depending on where one lives. If energy costs continueto rise' higher Ievels of insulation will be economicatly
appropr iate.
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!{hile all the blanketr loose fillr and board Èypes of insulations
have been used in attics or ceiLings, fiberglass and cel1ulose
are the most common and least expensive. The deep layers ofperlite or vermiculite needed to achieve R 30 may bi toó heavyfor the ceilÍng material to support. Rigid boards are usually
only used where there is not enough room to install sufficient
levels of less expensive insulaÈion, such as around the perimeter
where the roof ¡ueets the wall (see figure 1).
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Fiberglass batts or blankets are usually stapled to the ceilingjoist before the finish ceiling is put up. fn an existing home,
the blanket is laid between the joists on top of the vapor
barrier and existing ceiling. In either case, there will be a
long crack along each side of the blanket where it meets thejoist (see figure 1). If blankets of the appropriate width are
carefully and snugly fitted' the heat Lost through this crack
will be greatly reduced.

If the desired final R value will require insulation deeper than
the joist' installing two layers of insulation is superior to one
thick 1ayer. The second layer is put down perpendicular, or
crosswiser to the first layer. This makes a more effective job
for two reasons. Firstr there will no longer be a long crack all
the way through the insulation on each side of each blanket,r but
only a few points where the cracks from both layers cross.
Second, Èhe last layer of insulation will also cover the joists
themselves. Since wood has a lotrer R value than insulationr the
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joists are a thermal weak point through which heat leaks. Since
heat will take the easiest path, both the cracks and the joists
will lose more than is proportionate to the area Èhey take up.
Covering the¡n prevents excessive heat losses from bleeding
through. Loose fill insulations have an advantage here, in that
they can cover everyÈhing uniforrnly without having to change
direction as in cross-layering.

Of the loose fill insulations used in atticsr cellulose is
probably the most common. The chopped mineral wools or cellulose
can be blown from a nachine as well as poured from the bag by
hand. Blowing cellulose is more common and can be done by do-it-
yourselfers. The machines are often lent free or rented by stores
selling cellulose. $then blowing an attic space, the hardest area
and area farthest from the access point should be done firsÈ.
Three joist spaces are usually blown aÈ a time, with the
direction of flow parallel to the run of the joist. llake sure the
machine is set properly so it vrontt over nfluff" the material.
I{hether hand poured or bl,own, use the coverage chart on the bag
to determine the number of bags to use for a specific R value.

Because the original Iayer of insulation will be compressed by
the weight of the additional material, t.he final R value will be
slightly less Èhan the sum of the two layers. For exanple¡ if a
layer of R 1I fiberglass (or cellulose) ís topped off by a layer
of R 19 fiberglass (or cellulose) r the final R value is likely to
be more like R 28 or 29 than R 30. If cellulose is used, it is
easy to add an additional inch to make up for the discrepancy.

Ventinq Attics
rt is important to provide the atÈic space with adequate
venÈilation. ThÍs venting permits air to entãr the space near the]owest point, flow up beneath the roof sheathingr then exit
through the highest point in the roof. The air flow will not only
keep the house coorer in summerr but, more importantry, will vent
to the outside any condensation that might occur on thestructural members or in the insulation, !hus avoidingdelaminated plywood, rotted rafters and joists, or soggyinsulation. To insure adequaÈe ventilatíon the best strategy- isto combine high and low vents. That is, one-half of the totalvent area should be high in the roof while Èhe other half is
divided low between the eaves. Coupling a continuous ridge ventwith continuous soffÍt vents ið molt effective, but goodventilation can be achieved when gable vents or roof "jacksn- are
combined with short strip vents or "bird blocksn at the eaves(see Figure 1). The size of free Ílowinq ven! area is critical.llost often this is given as a ratio of vent area to floor area.
Inaccuracy enters at this point because attics with differentroof slopes wiLl have different volumes for the same floor area.
Idea]|V theV should have different cubic feet per minute (cfm)
ventilation rates. The minimum ventilation latios that are
commonly quoted are:
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one square foot of free venting space for every three hundred
square feet of attic floor area wittr a vapor bãrrier oR

gle square foot of free venting space for every one hundred
{if!y square feet of attíc floõr área without ä vapor barrier(twice as much vent space needed).

ft is inportant to stress two facts: first, these are absolutemÍnimunsr nany attics will. require greater ventilation; secotrã,screening and louvers will reduce the free vent area from thedi¡nensions of the vent itself. The vent should be stamped with
Èhe net free area t ot the selLer should provide this info-rmation.
Problem Areas

The subject of ventilation brings to mind some problems that canoccur when installing insulation. Most of these can be avoidedeasily. .

Problem 1¡ If there is already venting at the eave, care must betaken not to block this with the insulation. If the soffit areais cLosed in (so one canrt see the ends of the rafters outsidewhere they overhang the wal1), the perimeter of the attic floor
sPace may have to be baffled to prevent insulation from spillingout into the soffit and blocking up the vents. rËis isparticularly true with loose firr insulation (see Figure l).
Problem 2z In other hones
tbe top story nay be built
in such a way that the
roofline makes up part of
the side wall. In this case
there may be three smal1
triangular attíc areasi one
above the room and one on
each side (see Figure 2).It
nay be necessary to cut
access hatches to these
areas so the ceilings and
the short vertical "kneewaLl'can be insulated. A
fiberglass batt or rigid
foam board that Ieaves a one
and one-half inch space for
air flow just under the Fi gure 2

sheathing can be nsnaked" in the sloped area. rf a loose filtinsulation is used, a cardboard or polystyrene trough that wirl
keep the proper distance from the sheathing, should be installedfirst.
Problem 3¿ Blockinq vents
In some homes there will not be
inches of insulation aÈ the eave
than sacrifice heat Loss at this
R foam board could be installed.

enough room to add eight or nine
without causing blockage. Rather
very critical point, some higher
It should be extended toward the

I
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center of the space only to the point where there is room for
less expensive insulation plus ventilation as shown in E igure 1.

Problern 4: Recessed liqhts
A far more serious problem is posed by the use of recessed
electrical fixtures. If the fixture is a Iight or something that
gives off great amounts of heat, placing insulation over the top
or closer than three inches to Èhe sides of the housing will
prevent the heat from dissipation as it should. The result Ís
that the paper face on fiberglass has been known to char' and
improperly treaÈed ce1lulose may begin to smolder. Even if the
insulation is absolutely unburnable, the wood framing around the
fixture will be excessively dried by the heat, such that it will
ignite as easily as paper. IÈ is preferable to use surface
mounted rather than recessed fixtures. Any existing fixtures must
be protected by a baffle which hoLds insulation three inches away
from the sides of the fig¡rre. The top of the fixture should
remain uncovered as in Figur'e 3.

0Ø'l
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Fi gure 3.

!{hilg the problem with recessed lights is commonly recognized, asimilar hazard with surface mounted fixtures ís ñot well knov¡n.rli" is especially the case when the fixtures are overlamped. Forthis reason the NatÍonal Bureau of Standards Criteria for theInstallation of Energy Conservation Mgasures (l98l) recommendsthe following precautions be taken for fixtures not specífically
approved for installation under insulated ceilings:

1) Assure the lamps used in the fixture are of no greater
wattage than the fixture caLls for. If there is no stated
Ianp wattage, assume only 60 watt bulbs should be used.

2) Install a barrier similar to that around a recessedfixture around Èhe ceiling bpx above the finished
ceiling. No insulation should be placed in or over this
barrier so as to restrict free air circulation.
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Problen 5: Wiring
There are also studies that show wiring buried in insulation can
reach unnaturally high temperatures. The most serious cases are
1) wires which are experiencing an overload, 2) multiple parallel
wires in cl,ose proximity to each other, and 3) older wiring such
as nknob and tube" wiring or ncode rubber" wiring. All these
cases are complicat,ed by Èhe fact that normal household fuses
will permit branch wiring to operate at 135t of the load for an
hour before blowing. Excessive temperature in wires can affect
the electrical cable itself (especially the insulation) r the
structurets thermal insulation surrounding it, and adjacent
building elenents ( i.e. joistsr studs, siding). The above
mentioned NBS publication points out in dÍscussing the
significance of this datar howeverr that when a residential
branch circuit has properly ¡natched overcurrent protection (fuses
or circuit breakers) the temperature levels and their duration do
not seem to constitute a significant hazard. Ignition of any of
t,he above conponents is unlikely. ltfany people will create a
dangerous sit,uation, though, by replacÍng blown fuses wiÈh higher
rated ones. This should be avoided at alL costs as the
tenperatures and duration of exposure couLd lead to melting or
ignition of wire insulation and chemical change, charcoal
formationr and even smoldering of adjacent wood construction in
contact with the wiring. This problern is greater with older types
of wiring.-nCode rubbern wiring was comnonly installed up to
about 1940. Its temperature limit is I20oF, compared to the 140.,F
rating for polyvinyl insulated wire. Because of greater appliance
use in homes Èoday, older homes likely to have this type of
wiring often have too few sockets, which the homeowner then
overloads. Sone appliances, like electric room heaters or color
televisions, may draw a load heavier t,han such wire should carry.
Unless these circuits are deratedr Do insulation should be
instalLed surrounding the wiring. Because not enough is known
about Èhe safety and performance of such circuit.s, it is
recommended that the home be inspected by an approved electrician
prior to installing insulation in contact with the electrical
wiríng. Derating of circuits or upgrading of the system may be
necessary.

Regardless of the condition of the wiring¡ an electrician or the
local utility should inspect the system before any insulation is
added if any of the following occur: 1) dimning or flickering of
lights (not due to a loose connection), 2) blowing circuit
breakers or fuses regularly, 3) sparks or glow from outlets or
switchesr and 4) overheating of an outlet or fixture.
Another important concern is the possibility of galvanic
corrosion when loose fill or foamed-in-place insulation fiIIsjunctionr s\¡ritch t ot outlet box. Af ter the insulation is blown
inr the wise homeowner will turn off the electrical power to
inspect and remove insulation that has lodged in such boxes.

The discussion of these problems is in no nay intended to
discourage homeowners from insÈalling insulation, but to draw
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attention to important safety considerations, especía11y
concerning overloading circuits. As the NBS publication
concludes, in homes with correctly protected circuits, there
appears to be no cause for alarm.

InsulaÈing Underfloors, Basements and Crawl,spaces

rf the attic has been insulated adequatery, Èhe next most costeffective measure is to insulate the fIoor, basement t ot
crawlspace. Generally speaking, insul-ation is placed either 1)
between the joists if the space below is unheated t ot 2) againstthe perimeter wal1. Firstr however, all existing moisture
problens must be attended to. This means fixing cracks in the
foundation or installing a vapor barrier over the dirt floor of
the crawlsPace. This will protect the insulatíon from moisture
damage. The soil moisture barrierr minirnally six milpolyethylene, should be taped up the sidewalls about twelve
inches and weighted down. BIack is better than cLear because itwill prevent anything from grovring underneath. The heavier weight
polyethylene will tear less easily while being dragged around in
Èhe crawlspace. This barrier will also reduce the amount of
condensation potential in the home. fn ne!Í constructionr the
polyethylene is placed before t.he concrete pad is poured.

If the crawlspace is unheated, the floor joists can be insulatedwith the approPriately sized fiberglass baÈts or blankets. The
paper or foil face must be praced up next to the floor, however,which means the paper frange cannot be used to secure theinsuration. over Èime the insulation wirl purl avray from the
Paper cover anyhray unless some other support from below isprovided (Figure 4). This is most often done-by stapring chickenwiret ot a criss-crossed pattern of wire to Cf¡e Oottom edge oft!" joist. Batt hangers also work werl. They are thin, sÈíff,,
sharp pointed wirer srightly 1on9er than the width of the joist
sPa_cing. The sharp points are stuck into the joists évery
eighÈeen inchesr so t,hat the wire bows up. This does compress Èhãinsulation somewhat.
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If Èhe basement or crawlspace is heated, two slightly different
approaches can be taken. The insuration can be appried to the
inside of the basement or crawlspace wall. A wa1l cãn be framed,
then insurated wíth R rl fibergrass or one and one-half inchthick rigÍ_d f oam boardr dependÍng on the size of the f raming.
Then Èhe finish cover Ís appried. Rigid foams can be stuCkdirectly to the concrete or block wa11 using a compatible
adhesive if the wall is even enough, but then there is no easy
way t,o support the required fíre cover unless strapping is
anchored through the insulation to the walI.
The band joist or rim joist is often missedr nhich leaves a large
9aP in the effectiveness of the insulation. l,fake sure it is
covered. In crawlspacesr iÈ Ís especially effective to continue
t,he insulation horizontally on top of the crawlspace floor for atleast two feet into the center (see Figure 5). This provides
nearly the same protection as continuing the insulation down
another Èwo feet vertically.

çats$06 ¡þtt*# Some people prefer to do this on
the outside of the wa1l. This
allows then to benefit from the
heat storing potenÈíal of the
concrete mass to help temper the
confort of the home. The only
suitable materials for such
"be1ow gradenr or underground¡
installation are the board
insulations. They go up quickly
and w i11 not compress when
carefully backfilled. Even these
will have varying durabilities,
though. The ideal material will
have good compressive strength¡
excellent resisÈance to
moisturer ând wilI stand up to
repeated freeze and thaw cycles.
A grooved-surface fiberglass has
been used successfully on the
exterior of foundations in
Canada. All rigid foams must be
protected fron sunlight and
weathering above g.rade. In new
construction, the board is
usually extended vertically all
the vtay to the f oot ing. In a
retrofit situation it is easier
to instal] part of the
insulation verticalJ.y, then
horizontally or sloping avray
from the wa11 for two feet.
Since the heat must travel as
far to get to the coldest point,
the outside airr this technique
is nearly as effective with a
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Iot less digging (see Figure 5). The soil beneath Èhe horizontal
layer must either be undisturbed or well compacted.

Venting Crawlspaces

VentilaÈion is an important factor for unheated crawlspaces as
with attics. If there is a significant amount of ground moisture,
insulat,ing the crawlspace wall will not help as much as in dryer
regions. This is because the crawlspace will have vents that
should be open'year round to dissipate moisture vapor which will
otherwise filter into the house. If the vapor condenses in the
structural membersr Ít can encourage rot and mildew. In many dry,
cold regions, sealing crawlspace vents Ín the winter is fairly
common. In this caser pêEimeter insulaÈion should work well. The
craitlspace with a soil moisture barrier will need a mininum of
two opposing vents (equaling one square foot free vent area) for
every fifteen hundred square feet of fl,oor area. If there is no
barrierr ten times as much ventilation is needed, with a ¡ninimum
of four ventsr preferably at the corners: one square foot for
every one hundred fifty square feet of floor. For good
ventilation four vents near the corners will be more.effective
than two larger opposing vents.

Insulatinq Wal1s

The additional equipment, and labor required to add insulation to
existing walls makes this the lowest prioríty Ín most homes. The
important exception to this rule is when remodeling plans make
adding wall insulation cheap.

If, for example, Èhe house is to be re-sidedr rigid foam board
can be applied before the new siding. Because these boardsqualify aã-a vapor barrier, some manufaðturers recommend putting
a wigglyr plastic vent strip between the board and all horizontal
framing (si11s, plates, headers, eÈc.). This will allow any
trapped moisture to vent out the top into Èhe attic and from
there outside. Àccording to the manufacturers this is only
necessary in climates of 8000 degree days or colderr such as is
found in extreme northeast Washington. Other authorities feel
thaÈ such venting is a bad idear becauser if it is strong enough
to vent unwanted moisture, it will probably pull more moist houseair through the wall. This may bring in more moisture and defeaÈ
the purpose of the strip. rf the venting air is suppried from theoutside then the ventilation will cool the waIl. Other
manufacturers claim the insulation on the outside will keep thecavity sufficiently warm so condensation never occurs.
Regardless, the benefit of an excellent vapor barrier is all the
more obvious. Rigid foam applied to the interior of the wal] may
provide the desired vapor barrier. In either Ìocationr the nails
used to appry Èhe siding or the interior finish should be long
enough to penetrate the framing three-quarters to one inch.

!{hen remodeling involves openÍng the walr cavity, it is quite
simple to put in the properly-sized fiberglass blañket. Even when
a Paper or foil faced insulation is used, it is smart to install
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a polyethylene vapor barrier over the insulation. The long,
fairly penetrable cracks on each side of the blankets are then
sealed. Unfaced insulation can also be used, which may be
cheaper.

f{ithout tearing the wa11 apart, about the only way to insulate
walls is to blow in Èhe insulation. The nost common materials are
cellu1ose, fiberglass, and rock wool. This technique requires
professional installationr which is part of Èhe reason the cost
is higher. Cellulose manufacturers claim the longer fÍbers of the
¡nineral wools can snag on nail points or splinters, block the
cavityr âDd leave voids. This is not a problern with cellulose
since it is a finer particle. The other disadvantage to mineral
wools is that Èhe access hole must be larger.
In eÍther câsê¡ a ntwo hole methodn is recomnended for good
coverage. In each storyr two holes, one high and one low, are
drilled in each cavity or any space between two studs. The low
hole should be no more than four feet from the boÈtom plate¡
because cellulose will fill adequately downward that far. The
upper hole should be no more than eighteen inches from the top
plate¡ because that is the distance above the hole that will fitL
adequaÈely. If there ís ¡nore than four feet between hoIes,
another hoLe should be drilled and blown. Before the cavity is
filled' a plumb line should be dropped through the hole to check
for fire blocking. If the line goes slack before the bottom plate
is reachedr Èhen there is blocking and another hole may have to
be drilled. The extra framing around wall openings may also call
for additional holes to be dri1led.
Some other checks must be made before the insulation is blown.
The peri¡neter of the attic and basement must be inspected to make
sure Èhe cavities are closed at those points. Otherl4riset
celluLose will start fitling the basement or atÈic while the waII
is being blown. If the blower doesnrt cut off in the appropriate
time, it could be an indication that some additional area is
being filled. Other areas where the waIl might not be sealed are
1) underneath sink cabinetsr 2) under closed-in sÈairways, and 3)
behind the soffíÈs above wa11-hung cabinets. Any poorly sealed
penetrations through the wa11 could also cause problems. The
perimeter check should pick these out and locate any heating
ducÈs which run up the exterior walls.

Note clq Caution

When heavy Ievels of insulation are installed in a home and the
infiltration raÈe is radically reduced by caulkingr
weathersÈrÍpping, and proper vapor barriersr there is a chance
that Èhe air quality might suffer. By reducing the rate of
infiltration, the "natural" ventilation, which used to supply
fresh air to the home rather haphazardly through Ieaks and
çracks, no longer brings in quantities of fresh air. rn very
tight houses this can mean the pollutants which exist in the home
from woodstoves, gas appliancesr chemicals in the furnishings,
building materialsr and common household cLeaners may reach an
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unhealthy 1eve1. In such houses it will be necessary to provide
tor some mechanical ventilationr like an air-to-air heat
exchanger, which wiIl supply fresh air wiÈhout the same heat
losses as the draft
in most retrofit s
should be aware.

v
l.

house. While this is an unlikely occurrence
tuationsr iÈ is one of which the homeowner

Sumnary

Investing in insulation is a good v¡ay to reduce energy
consunption in the home. The homeowner must determine where
adding insulatíon will be most cost effective. Attics are usually
the place to start, followed by floors and waIls. Since there is
a wide variety of material on the market, the do-it-yourselfer
must choose carefully and install them with Proper regard for
ventilation and vapor barriers. Even if the work is perforned by
a contractor, the informed homeowner wilI benefit by his
knowledge of materials and procedures. In the end the investment
will not only make the home a more comfortable and pleasant place
to liver but also pay for itself quickly in substantial savings
on seasonal heating and cooling costs.
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SUGGESTED READING¡

The Complete Book cjg Insulating. Larry Gay, ed. The
Stephen Greene Pressr Brattleboror vT. I980.

One of the betterr detailed discussions of insulation.
The Enerqy Saver I s llandbook. Þtassachusetts Audubon

Society. Rodale Press. 1982.

Good overview of energy conservation in the home.

In the Bank ol lJp the Chimnev, 2nd Edition. U.S. Depart-
nent of Housing and Urban Devel-opment. 1977.

Often copiedr basic primer on insulationr caulking and
weatherstripping.

Insulation and Weatherstrippinq. Sunset Books. Lane
Publ ishing . 197 I .

The Insulation Estimatorrs Handbook. Harry Hardenbrook.
Frank R. l{alker Co. 1980.

Good for seeing how estirnating is done t ptices not current.

Keepinq the tteat !¡. Energyr Mines and Resourcesr Canada.
1976.

Canadian version of In the Bank g. gp the Chinnev.

Low Cost Enerqv Efficient Shelter. Eugene Eccli. Rodale
Press. I976.

One chapter on insulation a1one.

l{omenrs Energv Tool AiE. Joan Byalin. Consumer Action
Nolv. 1980 .

User friendly.
New ShelÈer. November-Decemberr L982.

Four excellent articlesr including one on common instal-
lation flaws and how to purchase the right product.

Thjs factsheet was vlritten by Chuck Eberdt.
Illustrations by Rick Nishi.




